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Abstract. Teaching material for writing an essay that accordance with the target needs is very important to give to the user, this is an effort to improve the user's ability to write an essay. Based on this matter, this study aims to develop teaching materials for writing an English essay that is appropriate to the target audience and their needs, namely by developing English essay writing skills in the teaching materials. This will be characterized by brainwriting strategies. The method used in this study is research and development (R & D) which is focused on the analysis of the user needs by interviewing students and lectures within the English education program, STKIP Kusuma Negara Jakarta. The result of this study was to find out what the needs of people using teaching material products, to assist in writing an English essay based on brainwriting strategies were.
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1 Introduction

One of the successes of learning can be achieved from the comfort of learners using teaching materials. We as educators need to be creative to give the best to our students, for example, what was done in research conducted by Dessy (2016) were to improve writing skills, "it takes several times to do the exercises repeatedly until the target for success in writing skills is achieved.[1] To improve writing skill, in this study creative steps are needed. This study also includes using a met cognitive strategy in writing learning. Based on that, researchers are interested in making creative endeavors by making teaching materials based on the needs of users who were targeted by users and lecturers at a university in Jakarta. The teaching material referred to in this study is, teaching writing an English essay. Based on the gap that arises in the current learning is the use of teaching materials that are not in accordance with user needs so that the learning outcomes are not in accordance with the learning targets, one of which is teaching the material to write English essays given to fifth-semester students. [2]

Writing an essay in English is one of the topics in writing which is usually used only by learning the material from essays taken from the internet. In addition, essay writing material is also usually taken from several books that users perceive as not in accordance with their needs, so they feel bored and not motivated to master what they are learning. This is in line with the research conducted by Amir which states that the problems that occur in essay writing skills are due to a sense of self-distrust and feeling bored will express ideas or ideas on writing.[3] After getting some information about the gaps that occur in writing English essay in the field, the author was inspired to develop teaching material for writing essays compiled with one of the strategies devoted to writing skills, namely brainwriting strategies.

In learning, needs must be given the treatment, for example in the research conducted by Arini. Her research to improve essay writing skills, researchers used a method that is giving treatment to students by using Quantum Learning With Mind Mapping strategy.[4] Where the results of this research showed to
be positive, namely there was always a significant increase in each cycle of the study. However, there are statements in the research that was examined in the study, namely the strategies used in the teaching process, this study was used in the making of teaching material.

This study on teaching material focused on analyzing the targeted needs within English essay writing. With the data of these needs generated, the data can be used as a reference for researchers to develop teaching materials for writing essays in English based on these brain writing strategies, at a later stage.

2 Literature Review

Teaching material leads to everything that is used by lecturers and students to facilitate language learning to improve language knowledge and experience, for example, essay writing skills. While the development of teaching material is what is done by writers, instructors or students to provide input sources of various experiences designed to improve language learning. In addition, teaching materials need to be developed to meet the needs and desires of students, and also to meet the needs of teachers.\[5\] Johnson stated the stages in developing teaching material which consisted of three stages, namely: 1) designing, 2) developing, and 3) disseminating teaching material. Then, revise it to improve and refine the teaching material.

In the essence of writing, Hyland said that writing is a way to convey and express feelings through various experiences. From the author to the reader by using written language.\[6\] In line with Burton and King (2004) in Steven and Kathleen said that in his research most writing learning processes involve repetitive writing that focuses on experiences or negative emotional feelings such as traumatic events and personal problems.\[7\]

Writing skills are complex skills and sometimes quite difficult to teach, acquisition of mastery is not just grammar but also concepts and parts of the mental assessment. Learning to write coherent and effective texts is one of difficulty and is protracted, this occurs in the process of the research conducted by Ronald T, respondents who are in their research find it difficult to produce coherent and effective writing because of the formation of ideas that often not well organized.\[8\] Writing requires a good process as was done in the research of Teressa Limp and Rui A. Which provides a process of writing to respondents involving four cognitive processes: planning processes that set rhetorical goals, which lead to an idea or ideas to be poured; translating processes that transform ideas into linguistic forms; transcription process that use spelling and handwriting (or typing) to externalize the language in written text; and revise the process to monitor, evaluate, and change the intended written text.\[9\]

The same writing process was also carried out by Jannake Van Der Loo DKK in his research, namely the main cognitive activities, which are planning (generating ideas, organizing information and goal setting), translating (placing ideas into language), reviewing (evaluating and revising texts) and monitoring (decide when to move from process to process). The author must pay attention to all these components, often all at once.\[10\]

It can be said that this principle is an activity in which the author pours his: ideas, opinions, experiences, and ideas into linguistic forms by using writing rules such as: content, grammar, mechanics, organizing ideas, and vocabulary to be easily understood by the reader, but active writing is not as easy as we see it. Writing requires variations of the writing component itself.

Writing in English is the most important skill as students must communicate with each other as members who are recognized within a community. The author does not only need to know the rules and conventions of writing but also must have a recognizable identity - supported by their language and rhetoric competence - to participate in various academic writing practices. In this regard, there are studies conducted by Yu-Chin Sun and Yu-Jung Chan that examine how blogs, interactive and collaborative features help academic graduate students process academic writing knowledge and understand their identity as writers.\[11\] The results of this study indicate that blogging activities not only
encourage students to actively and reflectively engage in sharing knowledge and developing various strategies to overcome the difficulties encountered in the learning process.

Brainwriting also called individual brainstorming. It’s a method for generating ideas quickly by asking participants to write their ideas on paper or online and change the ideas in writing.[12] Brainwriting is not yet a common technique for generating ideas but has several advantages over brainstorming where people put their ideas in groups. One advantage is that it blocks the effects found in brainstorming, for example, understanding, evaluation and the competition for time spent talking decreases when people write their ideas privately.

Brainwriting is easier than brainstorming because it does not require an experienced facilitator - almost all writing sessions are done with confidence and that produces good writing.

Brainwriting, which is defined as an alternative brainstorming technique used to create content, tries to encourage more equal participation in groups. This is also in line with what was done by Devi Hermasari and Yan Mujianto who made brainwriting as one of the strategies that tested the effectiveness of writing learning whose research results showed the effectiveness of writing learning using a brainwriting strategy.[13]

In contrast to the research conducted by the author, brainwriting strategies are used to prepare teaching material for writing essays in English, while effectiveness or impact is taken from the use of teaching materials compiled with a new writing strategy. This brainwriting strategy is also designed to generate more ideas in a short time. During the process, students are allowed to write new ideas, combine other ideas, adopt new ideas, modify ideas into alternative approaches, and add ideas. Silent students get more benefits using this technique, in this way they have the opportunity to express ideas through written media.[13]

In writing learning, strategies or strategies are needed that can facilitate student's learning in the process and also facilitate lecturers in delivering material to students because learning in the second language is very complex so it is important to give good treatment.

In this case, the brainwriting strategy is an alternative strategy that can be utilized in the process of learning to write English.[12] In this study, brainwriting strategies are used as a basis for developing teaching materials for writing essays in English. Brainwriting strategy is a strategy to devote ideas on a subject matter that is done in writing. In accordance with its function, brainwriting strategies can motivate students to come up with many ideas for writing. [14] This can be the reason that brainwriting strategies can be used as alternative strategies in learning English essay writing. Besides the ability to improve the student's skill in essay writing. The student able to write in every kind of writing, such as a book, novel, and other kinds of writing. More importantly, it is the student's interest to write more.

3 Research Method

The method used in this study is a mix method research with research and development (R & D) that focuses on preliminary studies of the target needs of English essay writing teaching material in the fifth semester on subtopic writing three courses. The data taken at the focus of this study is by interviewing several samples taken randomly, samples which are students and lecturers. Interviews of several students were transcribed by researchers in a statement based on the results of the interview. The datasets of this research are accessible at https://osf.io/daucb

3.1 Place and Time of the research

This research was conducted at STKIP Kusuma Negara Jakarta which is located in Cijantung -Jakarta. As a place for collecting initial data, an analysis of six existing study programs was needed. Data collection in this study was gathered via interviewing several students and lecturers about teaching materials for writing essays at STKIP Kusuma Negara Jakarta. The time for research into the needs
analysis was carried out for one month, namely in July 2018. The datasets of this research are accessible at https://osf.io/daucb

3.2 Respondents

Respondents taken in this study were respondents for interviews originating from samples taken from eight students consisting of two men and four women. Participants in this study were randomly drawn on an English education program at STKIP Kusuma Negara Jakarta. Observed in this study are the conditions and needs of students related to teaching materials in writing essays in English. The questions asked are based on basic criteria that will be used in the teaching material, namely for the brainwriting strategy.

4 Results

In the review of the needs of the material according to the target needs, which include: 1). Teaching material needed in English essay writing skills, 2). The desired learning situation inside grade 3). Learning assignments needed by students [15]

4.1 Teaching material needed in English essay writing skills

The lecturer material presentation is not equipped with learning objectives and indicators; b) Presentation Material. According to the lecturer informant, the presentation book and the slide material forms did not include learning objectives, but have included indicators to be achieved. There are books that have been written, but not used because they are too complicated to use. This is in comparison with the principle of teaching and learning as suggested by Richard (2001) Further revealing the various principles of developing teaching materials, namely: 1). The material must have a strong influence, 2). The material must be able to help facilitate learners 3). The material must be able to make learners more confident 4). The material taught must be relevant and useful, 5). Learners must get important points to be taught, 6). The material must be able to give learners the opportunity to use language to achieve communication objectives, 7). The material must guarantee learners to get positive benefits, 8). The material must be able to accommodate differences in learning styles, 9). The material must be able to guarantee that learners have different attitudes, 10). The material must provide an opportunity to think at the beginning of learning, 11). The material must provide feedback opportunities. [16] Based on the results of interviews with students, students want essay writing material in the teaching material to be accompanied by clear examples with topics that are easily understood by students. Students want material that is short but clear. The datasets of this research are accessible at https://osf.io/daucb

4.2 The desired learning situation inside grade

Current responses from student informants on English essay writing teaching materials used are: (1) the material provided is only material presentations from lecturers which are slides or power point tools (PPT) This material content is too general and there are no written instructions or clear essays. Students have difficulty pouring ideas when asked to write essays. Students are also not motivated to learn more and continue their studies. This causes weak English essay writing skills. and this is similar to the results of interviews from lecturer. This is because there is not much time given to students because essays are only the subject matter in writing three courses. and this is the basis for the desire of students and lecturers to create learning that is comfortable, confident and given sufficient time to study essay. This is
in line with the research conducted by the Munir Sirajur (2016) whose students want a comfortable, not too formal and not too much learning situation, and this can be created through teaching materials that are in accordance with the needs of students and lecturers. [5] The datasets of this research are accessible at https://osf.io/daucb

4.3 Learning assignments needed by students

The desired form of a learning task is an assignment whose writing topic is free, meaning the topic is determined by the students’ knowledge. The lecturer is expected not to provide topics that are only based on the knowledge of the lecturer, but the lecturer must also consider the student's knowledge of the topic to be determined as a task. This is so the ideas of students can be poured easily and so that they are able to write essays well. The datasets of this research are accessible at https://osf.io/daucb

5 Conclusions

Based on the results of interviews with 10 samples of students in the English education study program at STKIP Kususma Negara Jakarta, when viewed from the needs of students, it is very good when teaching material for English essay writing is created with a brainwriting strategy. Well fulfilled, so that students can improve their skills in writing an English essay.
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